


INTRODUCTION



Introducing VINTARI, a new generation of Essential Oils formulated to a higher standard. Better for 
you, better for our planet. Backed by VINTARI’s Protocol for Certified Therapeutic Grade: Purity, 
Potency and Properties.

VINTARI was created in 2020 by a passionate team of North American women and men, led by 
minds and hearts from Stanford and Harvard.

For thousands of years, essential oils have been used as a safe and effective way to nourish      
ourselves and our families with the natural therapeutic potential of plants.

And now, more than ever, the world needs caring. Let’s build a stronger, more-loving community, 
for each other and our planet. 

We have elevated “natural” to an unprecedented level of quality with VINTARI’s Protocol for     
Certified Therapeutic Grade: Purity, Potency and Properties. From Harvest to Heart.

Our ingredients are handpicked from premier wholesome corners of the earth. Because a soil that 
is superior in minerals and other nutrients will consistently yield a superior harvest. 

Attention to detail in environmental factors and harvest times is essential. Whether it’s our lemon 
from Italy, our rosemary from Spain, our tea tree from Australia, our lavender from Bulgaria, our 
frankincense from India, our sweet orange from Brazil, our Sandalwood from New Zealand, or our 
fir from Canada, you can trust the VINTARI quality promise.

The purity and potency of each oil is analyzed 10 times. Don’t just take our word for it. All 10 
analyses are conducted by top, certified independent labs. 

And because our planet matters too, our oils are Cruelty Free, Vegan, Kosher, and Non-GMO.

If technical names and certifications are not your thing, simply remember this: VINTARI Oils are 
100% natural and 100% pure.

VINTARI’s Natural Chain Certificate and Purity Chain Certificate guarantee that all natural            
and purity properties are conserved from original seed and harvest, to distillation, packaging and 
distribution. From Harvest to Heart.

It’s time to care. Because family matters most.

VINTARI®. It’s Time to Care™



SCIENCE



VINTARI® CERTIFICATIONS

 Certifies that the oils are 100% 
pure, and do not contain other 

oils, fats or substances that
alter them.

VINTARI’s Protocol for Certified 
Therapeutic Grade: Purity, 

Potency and Properties.

Certifies that the oils are of 100% 
natural origin, without any synthetic 
additives. They come directly from 

the plant, extracted using appropriate 
methods that respect their properties.

It is a process that begins with soil and 
seed selection, and continues all the 
way through distillation, packaging,

and distribution. 

Certifies that they are 100% 
natural, from their origins to 

the time they reach your hands. 
From Harvest to Heart.

Certifies that they are 100% pure, from 
their origins to the time they reach your 

hands. From Harvest to Heart.

Premium Quality Endorsed by the 
VINTARI® Scientific Advisory Board. 

Certifies that the land complies 
with the 10 requirements of 

VINTARI® analysis. 

 Certifies that the products do 
not contain animal-derived 

ingredients or their by-products.

Guarantees that the oils comply with 
the strictest requirements of hygiene 

and quality, as well as ensuring all 
ingredients and preparation meet the 

dietary standards of traditional
Jewish law. 

Guarantees that the oils were 
not tested on animals. 

No Genetically Modified 
Organisms. 

Certifies that the oils are
gluten-free.



VINTARI’S Oils are backed by VINTARI’s Protocol for Certified 
Therapeutic Grade: Purity, Potency and Properties, ensuring the 
highest quality standard.

The purity and potency of each oil is analyzed 10 different times. 
Don’t just take our word for it. All 10 analyses are conducted by 
top, certified independent labs. 

Additionally, all VINTARI Oils have more than 12 certifications to 
guarantee that they are 100% Pure and 100% Natural.



ANALYSIS CONDUCTED ON
EACH OIL

ORGANOLEPTIC EVALUATION
Analyzes appearance, color and aroma of each oil.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
Verifies the purity and quality of each essential oil.

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
 Separates and analyzes the oil in each of its chemical components,
to guarantee purity.

CONTAMINATION-FREE
Verifies that the oil does not contain harmful microbiological agents or heavy 
metals.

MASS SPECTROMETRY
Separates, identifies and quantifies each of the oil’s components, creating
a unique record (chromatogram) that guarantees the purity of the oil.

STABILITY
Guarantees the quality and purity of the oils during the entire foreseen period
of use.

REFRACTIVE INDEX
Guarantees the purity of the oil, confirming that there is no adulteration.

PEROXIDE VALUE
Guarantees that the oil is found in optimal conditions.

OPTICAL ROTATION
Verifies that the oil is not adulterated nor contains synthetic components. 

FOURIER-TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
Allows the purity and the oil’s identity to be corroborated.
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PRODUCTS



These oils come from a single natural source, with pure and    
concentrated benefits. The oil contains the essence of its plant   
of origin; it is a highly concentrated and powerful product.

INDIVIDUAL 
OILS



LAVENDER
EXTERNAL / AROMATIC

Flammable product, do not expose to high temperatures. Keep out of reach of children. Discontinue in case of irritation. Do not 
use on irritated skin. Avoid contact with mucous membranes and eyes. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight. For 
external use only.

ORIGIN: Bulgaria.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Floral, sweet and herby. 

DESCRIPTION OF LAVENDER: This beautiful flower, from the Mint family, has been popular since ancient 
times due to its countless benefits.

Since the Egyptian and Roman times, it has been traditionally used for relaxation, stress reduction,      
improving mood, reducing skin imperfections and as an aromatic perfume.

USES:

• Protect your skin   by diluting Lavender Oil with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil and applying to 
your skin to improve its appearance.

• Pamper yourself   by adding 4 drops to your bath.

• Relax   by adding 2-4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser, to create a stress-free environment.

• Improve sleep   by adding 2-4 drops of lavender to pillows, bed sheets or the soles of your feet 
before going to bed.

• Refresh   your closet, mattress or car by adding 2-4 drops of lavender to water in a spray bottle. 

• Travel   with it and apply a few diluted drops to your wrists to help you relax.

• Kiss   using a little lavender to moisturize your lips. For topical application, the oil must be diluted 
beforehand.

• Combine   with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil and let your partner give you a relaxing body 
massage.

• Reduce   stress by applying to your temples and neck.

APPLICATION: 

• Topical use: Dilute 1 or 2 drops with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Diffusion: Add 2-4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.



EUCALYPTUS
EXTERNAL / AROMATIC

Flammable product, do not expose to high temperatures. Keep out of reach of children. Discontinue in case of irritation. Do not 
use on irritated skin. Avoid contact with mucous membranes and eyes. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight. For 
external use only.

ORIGIN: Asia.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Fresh, intoxicating and alkaline.

DESCRIPTION OF EUCALYPTUS: With its fresh and potent aroma, Eucalyptus leaf decongests respiratory 
airways, helping you to relax and breathe freely. It also has purifying properties for the skin and air.

It helps to invigorate the muscles and supports their recovery, helping both occasional and professional 
athletes to feel more energized.

 Its 100% natural properties can be found in their purest form in the VINTARI Eucalyptus Essential Oil.

USES: 

• Revitalize   your skin, adding a drop to your favorite moisturizer.

• Improve   your day by applying a few drops to your palms and placing them by your nose and       
inhaling deeply.

• Clear   your breathing, adding 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser. You can also add       
3 or 4 drops to a handkerchief to carry the benefits of Eucalyptus with you wherever you go.

• Help   your muscles to recover after exercise by applying the oil topically, diluted with VINTARI  
Fractionated Coconut Oil.

APPLICATION: 

• Topical use: Dilute 1 or 2 drops with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Diffusion: Add 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.



FRANKINCENSE
EXTERNAL / AROMATIC

Flammable product, do not expose to high temperatures. Keep out of reach of children. Discontinue in case of irritation. Do not 
use on irritated skin. Avoid contact with mucous membranes and eyes. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight. For 
external use only.

ORIGIN: India.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Woody, balsamic, subtly sweet, with light citrusy tones.

DESCRIPTION OF FRANKINCENSE: Egypt, Babylonia and Assyria are some of the ancient civilizations 
that used Frankincense. It is known for its skin healing and rejuvenation properties, as well reducing skin 
imperfections.

Its aroma helps to create physical wellbeing and an environment of mental and emotional peace.           
Its unmistakable perfumed aroma will still your mind and calm your emotions.

Extracted from the wild resin Boswellia Serrata, VINTARI Frankincense Oil is a powerful and versatile 
alternative thanks to its fragrance and properties.

USES:

• Reduce   the appearance of skin imperfections by diluting it with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil 
and applying directly to the skin.

• Brighten   your skin by mixing it with your favorite facial moisturizer. 

• Lift   your mood and create an atmosphere of mental and emotional peace, using your VINTARI 
Ultrasonic Diffuser.

• Rest   by giving yourself a Frankincense massage on your hands and feet after a long day at work.

• Combine   with Lavender and apply to your temples and neck to relax your mind.

• Refresh   the air around you by adding 2-4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

APPLICATION:

• Topical use: Dilute 1 or 2 drops with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Diffusion: Add 2-4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.



TEA TREE
EXTERNAL / AROMATIC

ORIGIN: Australia.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Intense, herby.

DESCRIPTION OF TEA TREE: Tea Tree leaves are renowned for their effectiveness and wide range of 
uses. They are known for their purifying skincare properties, as well as soothing irritation.

It is also used to strengthen nails and purify the atmosphere.

USES:

• Soothe   skin irritation by diluting 1 or 2 drops of Tea Tree Oil with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Revitalize   your skin by applying it topically, diluted with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Purify   the atmosphere by adding 2-4 drops to your VINTARI. Ultrasonic Diffuser.

• Strengthen   your nails by applying it to your hands and feet after showering.

APPLICATION:

• Topical use: Dilute 1 or 2 drops with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Diffusion: Add 2-4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

Flammable product, do not expose to high temperatures. Keep out of reach of children. Discontinue in case of irritation. Do not 
use on irritated skin. Avoid contact with mucous membranes and eyes. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight. For 
external use only.



SWEET ORANGE
INTERNAL

Keep out of reach of children. If you are pregnant or nursing, consult your healthcare practitioner before use. If contact with skin 
occurs avoid sunlight exposure. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight.

ORIGIN: Brazil.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Sweet, citrusy and fresh.

DESCRIPTION OF ORANGE RIND: Sweet Orange is regarded as a mood enhancer with a very characteris-
tic aroma and flavor that provides multiple benefits for your body. 

Sweet Orange is a source of vitamin C and antioxidants, like Limonene, a chemical found in the peel of 
citrus fruits, that can offer different health benefits.*

USES:

• Boost   your defenses, with immune and antioxidant support by adding it to your recipes.*

• Benefit   from its antioxidant properties by using it internally.*

• Energize   your body by adding a drop to your drinking water every day.

• Enjoy   it by adding 1 drop to 4 oz. (120ml) of your favorite drink or water. A unique boost with       
natural benefits.

• Add   to your baking recipes.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

APPLICATION: 

• Consumption: Dilute 1 drop in 4 oz. (120 ml) of water.



LEMON
INTERNAL

Keep out of reach of children. If you are pregnant or nursing, consult your healthcare practitioner before use. If contact with skin 
occurs avoid sunlight exposure. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight.

ORIGIN: Italy.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Citrus, fresh and acidic aroma.

DESCRIPTION OF LEMON: Lemon is a delicious ingredient, ideal for use in different food preparations. 
When added to water or juices, it has a refreshing effect, especially in the summer. On cold days, adding 
a drop to hot water creates a delicious antioxidant tea that also supports digestion. 

Diffusing it in the air creates a fresh and clean environment, and boosts and improves your mood with its 
aroma. 

USES:

• Benefit   from its antioxidant components by adding a drop to your drinks.*

• Improve   your digestion by diluting a drop in 4 oz. (120 ml) of hot water and drinking it slowly.

• Uplift   your mood with its delicious aroma and flavor by adding it to your recipes.

• Enjoy   its calming properties by adding a drop to your daily water.*

• Include   two drops in your morning smoothie to support and boost a healthy immune system.*

• Create   a positive environment, as you can also use it in your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser, adding 3 
or 4 drops.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

APPLICATION: 

• Consumption: Dilute 1 drop in 4 oz. (120 ml) of water.



JAPANESE PEPPERMINT
INTERNAL

Keep out of reach of children. If you are pregnant or nursing, consult your healthcare practitioner before use. Store in a cool, 
dark place and out of direct sunlight.

ORIGIN: Asia.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Strong, intense aroma due to its high menthol content. 

DESCRIPTION OF JAPANESE MINT: Mint is used as a flavoring and aromatic ingredient in select dishes.  
In drinks, its menthol components have refreshing, vigorizing and energizing characteristics, ideal for 
starting a successful day.

Mint is one of the most ancient documented herbs. It has been used historically for minor stomach     
upsets and in cosmetics.

USES:

• Feel energized   by adding a drop to your water every day.

• Settle   minor stomach upsets by adding a drop to tea or a glass with hot water after each meal.*

• Create   surprising recipes by including a drop in your baking (cupcakes, cakes, puddings, etc.).

• Support   your digestion by adding a drop to 4 oz. (120 ml) of water and drinking it slowly.*

• Create   an ideal ambience for concentrating and staying focused, as you can also use it in your    
VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser, adding 3 or 4 drops.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

APPLICATION: 

• Consumption: Dilute 1 drop in 4 oz. (120 ml) of water. 



SIBERIAN FIR
INTERNAL

ORIGIN: Russia.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Fresh, stimulating aroma with citrus tones and deep woody notes.

DESCRIPTION OF FIR:  It is known for its unique flavor and aroma that helps to calm emotions and      
balance moods. It can be consumed in tea, water or in your favorite drinks. It is also useful for giving     
relaxing massages. 

USES:

• Keep   hydrated by adding a drop to your daily water. 

• Relax   by adding a drop to 4 oz. (120 ml) of your favorite drink.

• Unwind   with a delicious relaxing tea by adding a drop to 4 oz. (120 ml) of hot water.

• Refresh   your environment, as you can also use it in your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser, adding             
3 or 4 drops. 

APPLICATION: 

• Consumption: Dilute 1 drop in 4 oz. (120 ml) of water.

Keep out of reach of children. If you are pregnant or nursing, consult your healthcare practitioner before use. Store in a cool, dark 
place and out of direct sunlight.



ROSEMARY
INTERNAL

Keep out of reach of children. If you are pregnant or nursing, consult your healthcare practitioner before use. Store in a cool, 
dark place and out of direct sunlight.

ORIGIN: Spain.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Fresh, herbaceous, sharp and intense aroma, with notes of camphor and 
woody tones. 

DESCRIPTION OF ROSEMARY: Revered for thousands of years by cultures around the Mediterranean 
and North Africa, Rosemary adds a delicious flavor to food, has antioxidant properties and supports 
healthy digestion*. It is also a natural source of energy and vitality. 

USES:

• Add   a drop to your savory dishes (meat, fish, salads) to give them delicious flavor and to support 
healthy digestion.*

• Enjoy   its antioxidant properties by adding a drop to your green juices.*

• Feel energized   by adding a drop to your water every day.

• Stay focused   in times of concentration, memory and reflection by adding a drop to your favorite 
beverages.

• Complement   your diet with the benefits of this oil to maintain general wellbeing.

• Study   in a calm environment, as you can also use it in your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser, adding 3 or 
4 drops. 

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

APPLICATION: 

• Consumption: Dilute 1 drop in 4 oz. (120 ml) of water. 



GERANIUM
INTERNAL

Keep out of reach of children. If you are pregnant or nursing, consult your healthcare practitioner before use. Store in a cool, 
dark place and out of direct sunlight.

ORIGIN: Egypt.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Floral, sweet aroma.

DESCRIPTION OF GERANIUM: This beautiful fragrant flower comes from Egypt, South Africa,             
Madagascar and Morocco, and was brought to Europe in the 17th century. It has a delightful aroma   
and flavor, associated with romantic, relaxing, calm and peaceful moments. 

USES:

• Balance   your mind by adding a drop to your daily water.

• Surprise   others by adding a drop to your baking recipes (cakes, cookies, jams, etc.).

• Prepare   yourself a comforting cup of tea by diluting one drop in 4 oz. (120 ml) of hot water. 

• Create   a calming ambience with its sweet floral aroma, as you can also use it in your VINTARI       
Ultrasonic Diffuser, adding 3 or 4 drops. 

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

APPLICATION: 

• Consumption: Dilute 1 drop in 4 oz. (120 ml) of water. 





These blends carry the power of several natural oils. Each one 
of our blends has its own function, whether to help you relax, to 
give you that extra boost of energy, or simply to aromatize your 
environment.

ESSENTIAL
BLENDS



THINK
EXTERNAL / AROMATIC

ORIGINS: Italy, Spain, France and India.

INGREDIENTS: Rosemary, Orange, Lavender, Mint and Carrot seed.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Fresh, with herby tones.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: Improve concentration and focus with this exclusive blend of Rosemary, 
Orange and Mint that provides motivating and stimulating aromas to help you stay alert. It also contains     
Carrot and Lavender, which when combined, generate an ideal environment for concentrating on the 
most demanding of tasks.

USES:

• Nurture   deep concentration by diluting it with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil and applying to 
your neck and temples.

• Feel inspired   by adding 3 or 4 drops to your bath.

• Stay away   from distractions by adding 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

• Focus   on your activities by applying 1 or 2 drops to your hands, rubbing them together and inhaling 
deeply whenever you need to during the day.

APPLICATION: 

• Topical use: Dilute 1 or 2 drops with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Diffusion: Add 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

Flammable product, do not exposed to high temperatures. Keep out of reach of children. Discontinue in case of irritation. Do not use on irritated 
skin. Avoid contact with mucous membranes and eyes. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight. After applying avoid sunlight exposure. 
For external use only.



RELAX
EXTERNAL / AROMATIC

Flammable product, do not exposed to high temperatures. Keep out of reach of children. Discontinue in case of irritation. Do not use on irritated 
skin. Avoid contact with mucous membranes and eyes. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight. After applying avoid sunlight exposu-
re. For external use only.

ORIGINS: Bulgaria, Italy, United Kingdom, India and Indonesia.

INGREDIENTS: Lavender, Blood orange, Roman Chamomile, Himalayan Cedarwood and Vetiver.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Floral, citrusy and woody.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: When stress takes over your body and clouds your thinking, VINTARI Relax 
ingredients becomes an ally. This blend contains natural ingredients to calm your body, mind and spirit. 
In Relax you get the benefits from Vetiver root, Cedarwood, Orange, Lavender and Chamomile. Calm the 
internal chaos, find your center and let stillness guide you. 

USES:

• Relax   your mind by inhaling directly from your hands at any time or day or applying to the soles of 
your feet before going to bed.

• Soothe   a restless baby or child by adding 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

• Reduce   the stress after a day at work by adding 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

APPLICATION: 

• Topical use: Dilute 1 or 2 drops with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Diffusion: Add 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.



BALANCE
EXTERNAL / AROMATIC

ORIGINS: Bulgaria, Egypt, Madagascar and Australia. 

INGREDIENTS: Sandalwood, Lavender, Geranium and Ylang Ylang.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Smooth, floral and earthy.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: Reduce feelings of burnout with this sweet and effective combination of earthy 
Sandalwood, Lavender, Ylang Ylang and Geranium leaves. This symphony of ingredients will help you 
find balance in your busy day-to-day.

USES:

• Sleep   better after a busy day by using it topically, diluted with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil. 
Massage into your legs, letting the movements and aromas aid good rest.

• Calm   nerves by diluting and applying to your chest, wrists or neck for a calming and balanced       
sensation.

• Balance   your emotions by adding 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

APPLICATION: 

• Topical use: Dilute 1 or 2 drops with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Diffusion: Add 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

Flammable product, do not expose to high temperatures. Keep out of reach of children. Discontinue in case of irritation. Do not use on irritated 
skin. Avoid contact with mucous membranes and eyes. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight. For external use only.



LA LUN FEM™

EXTERNAL / AROMATIC

ORIGINS: Bulgaria, Egypt, France and Indonesia.

INGREDIENTS: Lavender, Geranium, sweet Marjoram, Sage and Ginger.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Sweet, smooth, floral and herby.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: A smooth, sweet, floral and herby aroma, VINTARI La Lun Fem™ ingredients 
provides natural benefits that support women during their menstrual cycle. Lavender and Geranium    
balance emotions, while sweet Marjoram, Ginger and Sage refresh and soothe the skin.

USES:

• Refresh   your skin by diluting and applying all over your body.

• Create   a relaxing environment by diluting with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil, and rubbing into 
your lower abdomen and massaging with circular movements.

• Balance   your emotions by adding 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

APPLICATION: 

• Topical use: Dilute 1 or 2 drops with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Diffusion: Add 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

Flammable product, do not expose to high temperatures. Keep out of reach of children. Discontinue in case of irritation. Do not use on irritated 
skin. Avoid contact with mucous membranes and eyes. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight. For external use only.



TUMMY ZEN™

INTERNAL

Keep out of reach of children. If you are pregnant or nursing, consult your healthcare practitioner before use. Store in a cool, dark place 
and out of direct sunlight.

ORIGINS: Brazil, Egypt, India and Indonesia.

INGREDIENTS: Cilantro, Orange, Ginger, Cardamom and Mint.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Spices, minty, earthy and zesty.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

VINTARI Tummy Zen™ is an exclusive blend of Cilantro and Cardamom seeds, Orange rind, Ginger rhizome 
and fragrant Mint leaves, ideal for reducing digestion problems. The soft but powerful carminative herbs 
are the secret to alleviating stomach upset in a safe and effective way, as well as helping to maintain a 
healthy digestive system.*

USES:

• Help   digestion by diluting 1 drop in 4 oz. (120ml) of water and drinking it slowly.*

• Protect   your digestive system by enjoying it after your meals and combining it with a healthy lifestyle

• Soothe   stomach upset by adding some drops to your tea or drink.*

• Maintain   a healthy digestive system by adding it to your smoothies or green juice.*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

APPLICATION: 

• Consumption: Dilute 1 drop in 4 oz. (120 ml) of water. 



ENERLIFT™

EXTERNAL / AROMATIC

ORIGINS: Canada, Spain, Italy, Asia and India. 

INGREDIENTS: Fir, Rosemary, Lemon, Green Mint and Eucalyptus.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Citrusy, minty, herby, fresh, with hints of camphor.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: VINTARI Enerlift™ combines the energizing powers of Fir, Rosemary, Lemon, 
Green Mint and Eucalyptus to stimulate and increase your energy levels. Whether before an intense gym 
workout, or to start your day off with a positive and motivated attitude, this revitalizing blend will give 
you the boost you need every day. 

USES:

• Feel   full of life and light on your feet. Apply topically after exercise, diluted with VINTARI Fractionated 
Coconut Oil.

• Recharge   your mind, using a few drops in the shower.

• Energize   and lift your mood by adding 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

• Wake up   with youthful energy, applying a few drops to your earlobes. 

• Power   through an intense gym workout by applying 1 or 2 drops to your hands, rubbing them          
together and inhaling deeply. 

APPLICATION: 

• Topical use: Dilute 1 or 2 drops with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Diffusion: Add 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

Flammable product, do not exposed to high temperatures. Keep out of reach of children. Discontinue in case of irritation. Do not use on irritated 
skin. Avoid contact with mucous membranes and eyes. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight. After applying avoid sunlight expo-
sure. For external use only.



GERM PROTECT
EXTERNAL / AROMATIC

ORIGINS: Madagascar, Australia, India and Spain.

INGREDIENTS: Niaouli, Tea Tree, Lemongrass, Oregano, Thyme and Cinnamon.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Fresh, invigorating and zesty.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: VINTARI Germ Protect™ combines the power of its ingredients: Niaouli, Tea 
Tree, Lemongrass, Oregano, Thyme and Cinnamon that offers natural and efficient protection.

It can also be used in the VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser to purify the air around you.

USES:

• Protect   your skin by combining it with your moisturizing body cream.

• Surround   yourself with a refreshing scent throughout your day, adding a few drops to your hands.

• Purify   the air by adding 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

APPLICATION: 

• Topical use: Dilute 1 or 2 drops with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Diffusion: Add 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

Flammable product, do not expose to high temperatures. Keep out of reach of children. Discontinue in case of irritation. Do not use on irritated 
skin. Avoid contact with mucous membranes and eyes. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight. For external use only.



BREATHE
EXTERNAL / AROMATIC

Flammable product, do not expose to high temperatures. Keep out of reach of children. Discontinue in case of irritation. Do not use on irritated 
skin. Avoid contact with mucous membranes and eyes. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight. For external use only.

ORIGINS: Canada, India, Asia, Morocco and Spain.

INGREDIENTS: Fir, Frankincense, Rosemary and sweet Myrtle.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Balsamic, fresh, deep and rich in forest notes. 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: VINTARI Breathe contains a comforting blend of fragrant Frankincense resin 
to focus your breathing; spicy rosemary to invigorate your lungs, and the amazing sweet Myrtle and Fir 
trees that help generate oxygen for the planet. Breathe easily and protect yourself against environmental 
hazards that can damage your airways.

USES:

• Refresh   your nights by diluting with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil and applying to your chest. 

• Protect   yourself against seasonal threats by applying 1 or 2 drops to your hands, rubbing them        
together and inhaling deeply.

• Rest   by adding 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

• Transform   your room into a calm and peaceful place to breathe and fill yourself with energy.

APPLICATION: 

• Topical use: Dilute 1 or 2 drops with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Diffusion: Add 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.



MUSCLE TEMPLE™

EXTERNAL / AROMATIC

ORIGINS: Brazil, Egypt, Spain and India.

INGREDIENTS: Copaiba, sweet Marjoram, Rosemary and Mint.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Smooth, minty with hints of resin.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: VINTARI Muscle Temple™ is an exclusive blend of revitalizing ingredients that 
aid the curing process of your body. The Copaiba resin lays the foundations for recovery, supported by 
the Rosemary leaves for increased vitality and the Marjoram to soothe and release tension from muscles.

It is also a great option for giving yourself a restorative massage at the end of a busy day.

USES

• Prepare   for exercise by diluting it with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil and massaging slowly into 
your body and breathing in its aroma.

• Recover   from the action by diluting and gently massaging into your muscles. 

• Sink   into a relaxing bath, adding 4 drops to the water.

• Create   a rejuvenating environment after a busy day by adding 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic 
Diffuser.

APPLICATION: 

• Topical use: Dilute 1 or 2 drops with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Diffusion: Add 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

Flammable product, do not expose to high temperatures. Keep out of reach of children. Discontinue in case of irritation. Do not use on irritated 
skin. Avoid contact with mucous membranes and eyes. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight. For external use only.



SUNSHINE™

EXTERNAL / AROMATIC

ORIGINS: Morocco, Italy, Peru and India.

INGREDIENTS: Atlas Cedar, blood Orange, Lime, Lemon and Lemongrass.

AROMATIC DESCRIPTION: Smooth, citrusy, with woody and amber tones.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: Enrich your morning with VINTARI Sunshine™, an stimulating mix of ingredients 
that calms, centers and motivates. The combination of Atlas Cedar and Orange lays the foundations 
for creating a positive and optimistic mindset. The citrus aromas of Lemongrass, Lime and Lemon will        
refresh you, letting you live your day to its maximum potential.

USES:

• Feel happy   wherever you are. Apply 1 or 2 drops to your hands, rub them together and inhale deeply 
whenever you need to during the day.

• Feel energized   every morning with 3 or 4 drops in your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

• Feel inspired   in your car, with a fresh and positive aroma, by adding 3 or 4 drops to small cotton pads 
and placing them in the ventilation.

APPLICATION: 

• Topical use: Dilute 1 or 2 drops with VINTARI Fractionated Coconut Oil.

• Diffusion: Add 3 or 4 drops to your VINTARI Ultrasonic Diffuser.

Flammable product, do not exposed to high temperatures. Keep out of reach of children. Discontinue in case of irritation. Do not use on irritated 
skin. Avoid contact with mucous membranes and eyes. Store in a cool, dark place and out of direct sunlight. After applying avoid sunlight exposure. 
For external use only.



The ideal complement to improve the external application of 
VINTARI Essential Oils. 

FRACTIONATED
COCONUT OIL





ESSENCES FOR
RELAX

LAVENDER

FRANKINCENSE

GERANIUM

RELAX 

TIPS

Breathe  slowly  and deeply.

 Listen  to calming music.

Take a  warm  bath.

Practice  conscious  meditation.

 Disconnect  from your cell phone. 



ESSENCES FOR
SLEEP BETTER

LAVENDER

SIBERIAN FIR

RELAX

BALANCE

TIPS

Make your  bedroom  a comfortable and calm 
environment.

Always go  to bed  at the same time.

Do regular  exercise.

Don’t have a heavy  dinner.

Don’t drink coffee at  night.



MORE ENERGY

TIPS

Always eat a full  breakfast.

Get  enough sleep.

  Exercise.

Keep  hydrated.

Maintain a  healthy  diet.

ESSENCES FOR

SWEET ORANGE

ROSEMARY

ENERLIFT™

SUNSHINE™



ESSENCES FOR
VITALITY IN THE GYM

TIPS

Eat  fruit and vegetables.

Stay hydrated  before and after  your 
exercise routine.

Get  enough  sleep.

 Work out  with music.

LEMON

ENERLIFT™

MUSCLE TEMPLE™



DIGESTIVE HEALTH
TUMMY ZEN™

TIPS

Eat  fruit and vegetables.

Avoid  heavy foods.

Eat  fiber.

Drink  enough  water.

  Exercise.

ESSENCES FOR



ESSENCES FOR
FEMALE COMFORT

LA LUN FEM™

TIPS

Use a  heating  pad.

 Avoid    caffeine.

Take a  hot bath.

Do  breathing  exercises.



PROTECTION
ESSENCES FOR

SWEET ORANGE

GERM PROTECT™

BREATHE

TIPS

Consume citrus  fruits.

 Avoid  smoking.

Maintain a  healthy weight.

Try to  minimize  stress.

Wash your hands  often.



HOW TO USE
ESSENTIAL OILS
VINTARI Essential Oils can be used in three different ways, depending on their ingredients:
aromatic, external and internal. The description of each oil explains its specific use.

Use the VINTARI Ultrasonic 
Diffuser to transform and 
aromatize your environment. 
Another option is to add 1 or 
2 drops to a handkerchief to 
take with you wherever you 
go, or apply to your hands 
(previously diluted), rub them 
together and inhale deeply.

Add a drop to 4 fl. oz. (120 ml) 
of water or as an ingredient 
in your food, pouring directly 
from the bottle.

We recommended starting 
with small amounts. The best 
way to do this is by inserting 
a clean toothpick into the bo-
ttle of essential oil and then 
using it to mix whatever you 
are cooking.

*Consult a healthcare profes-
sional before consuming any 
essential oils.

Gently massage the desired 
area. The essential oil should be 
used diluted with VINTARI Frac-
tionated Coconut Oil. Combine 
them on your palms and apply 
on the desired area.

*The recommended dilution 
ratio is 1 to 2 ie. one drop of es-
sential oil for every three drops 
of fractionated oil.

AROMATIC EXTERNALINTERNAL



Exclusive Edition with 15 VINTARI Essential Oils.

VINTARI® COLLECTION XV



At VINTARI we create amazing combinations of Essential Oils 
that come in useful at certain times.

ESSENTIAL COLLECTIONS

Relax · Frankincense · Balance Muscle Temple™ · Think · Enerlift™

Relax · Lavender · Sweet Orange · BalanceBreathe · Eucalyptus · Germ Protect™

VINTARI® CHILLAX™

Relax and balance your emotions
with this exclusive combination of 

Essential Oils.

VINTARI® MORNING RITUAL™

The perfect companion for an active, 
energetic and healthy lifestyle, thanks to 
this exclusive blend of Essential Oils with 

revitalizing functions.

VINTARI® AIR FORCE 1™

Breathe with total freedom, relying 
on the powerful benefits of this set of 

Essential Oils. 

VINTARI® MOM RESCUE™

For moms that want to take extra 
special care of themselves and their 

whole family. This kit will be your main 
ally at home.



The time has come to release all the benefits of VINTARI Essential 
Oils with your Ultrasonic Diffuser, designed to generate a fresh mist 
of microparticles that transports the exclusive aromatic VINTARI 
natural compounds to your environment.

VINTARI® DIFFUSERS

Capacity for 44 fl. oz.
(1.3 l) of water

8-hour cycle

Light setting

Ultra-fine mist

Capacity for 6.8 fl. oz.
(200 ml) of water

4-hour cycle

Light setting

Ultra-fine mist 



COMMUNITY



The world needs our love now more than ever before. Let’s build 
a stronger, more caring community for each other and our planet.

JOIN VINTARI

CONTACT DETAILS FOR LIV

Name:

Telephone:

Email:





vintari.com

This material is for exclusive use in the U.S.


